
ECUADOR: A CULTURAL & GEOGRAPHIC 
MOSAIC  THREE REGIONS, MANY CULTURES

“Escape Adventours is a guaranteed great travel experience. Santi 
puts passion into his work to design the best trip possible and will 
find activities catered for you, no matter what your age is. The entire 
staff provided educational knowledge, fun and diverse activities, and 
emphasized developing personal friendships with everyone involved. 
I cannot recommend this team enough. The memories you’ll gain is 
well worth it.”
     - Timothy Lash

“Had the most amazing experience traveling to Ecuador this January! 
Santiago and Roze are amazing guides that truly put their heart into 
providing us with the best experience. They were able to pack mul-
tiple cities and experiences into 12 days. 10/10 recommend experi-
encing this amazing country with even better guides. Ama La Vida!!!! 
Thank you Escape Adventours and thank you Carroll for giving me 
this opportunity!”
     - Christina O’Block

“The trip to Ecuador was an adventure of a life time. Santiago and 
Roze were great tour guides and made the trip very enjoyable. They 
were very accommodating and made adjustments to the trip as 
needed.”
     — Bailey Wheeler

Come discover the center of the world on this unique CCE 300 journey
Learn about the Amazon jungle and it’s communities as well as beliefs and customs

Experience 3 different worlds (andes mountains and it’s cloud forest, pacific coast, and the Amazon rain for-
est) in the most biodiverse as well as cultural diverse country in Latin America. Get fully immersed with the cul-
ture by living with an Ecuadorian family as well as participating on cultural as well as service learning events. 

Learn about Ecuador’s nature at its purest

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/8idwvsr7Nkc

Chalk festival in the mountain city of Baños de Agua Santa

On our way to the service learning looking over the tungurahua volcano.

Service learning with the kids in the andes mountains village.



“Had the opportunity to go on a trip to Ecuador and it has to be the 
best experience of my life. Santiago was a fantastic guide whose 
main goal was to design the best trip possible. I highly recommend 
going with these guys; they will treat you right!”
     - Danny Glampe

“These guys are incredible. Our two week trip went above and beyond 
educating us on the beauty, culture, economy, and history of Ecuador. 
Santi and Roze were outstanding guides and handled unexpected situa-
tions exceptionally well. Each trip is uniquely designed to fit the desires 
and interests of the group. They genuinely have a passion for what they 
do and will make sure you have the time of your life! and AMA LA VIDA!” 
     — Mathias Holm

“This trip was absolutely amazing! I learned so much while traveling 
around Ecuador and participating in so many adventures. Santi and Roze 
are amazing guides and will do anything to make your experience amaz-
ing and memorable! I truly and highly recommend going through Escape 
Adventours if you are looking for a fun experience!”
     — Mathias Holm

“I had an experience of a lifetime, it was absolutely amazing!!! I 
tried things I never thought I would. We had the opportunity to stay 
overnight with a community that lives in the Amazon Rainforest, do 
the swing to the end of the world, and experience cities like no other 
tourist because our leader knew the town. Santi and Roze really made 
my Escape Adventours trip; they were always so positive and ener-
getic. Thank you so much for this amazing experience!!!” 
     - — Emma Kiefer

Youtube link: https://youtu.be/8idwvsr7Nkc

Salsa lessons 

Visiting Amazonian indigenous communities and learning about their way of living 

Exploring nature at is best at Devil’s Cauldron Waterfall 

On our way to explore the coral reefs on silver island in the coast of Ecuador 


